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You may find the following data useful:

l MeV = 1.6 x 10-13J

l amu = 931,5 MeV/cZ

Avogadro number = 6,023x1023



1. (A)

i. State the decay Law of radioactivity.

ii. Derive expressions for activity ahd half life of a radioactive sample,

iii. Plutonium [23ePuJ is a by-product of nuclear

. uranium fuel. Plutonium is an d-emitter with
years. Consider existence of 1.0 kg of z:sPu

product at time t=0 and estimate the following:

{aJ Number of z3rPu nuclei present at t=0.

(Bl

reactors which
a half-life of 24,

(bJ Initial activity of z:sPu,

(cJ Time interval needed to store the fission residue until the
of plutonium drops to a safe activity level of 0.1 Bq.

In a radioactive series nuclei 4 decays to nuclei I with

constant ,la and nuclei B decays to ,.8. Number of nuclei B exish

time twill be given by the following equation:

N" = !^N: fe-tot - "-t"'1" Ae-f,t

Where No is the number of nuclei / exist at time t=0 and

number of nuclei B exists is zero.

i. Show that the number of nuclei would be maximum

where:

t^=()"p-la)-7ln

ii. Consider the radioactive chain

residue in a fi

(*)

t32u -ztr]oTh -22+pd



lll. Determine the number ratio 'zlfrIh nuclei to

hours if initially the number of 2$lTh nuclei

half life of

'zf!U atoms at 5o

exists is zero. The

Uranium and

7.I3 x ll8Yeqrs and 25.5 hours respectively

2. i. What is meant by scattering process and elastic scattering in the
study of nuclear Physics?

An a -particle is elastically scattered from a proton which is initially
at rest. Show that:

-2PgP1cos0*

where Po and P1 are the initial and final momentum of the d - particle

respectively. 9a is the angle betlveen the direction of scattered a-

particle and its original direction. M p, Md are the masses of proton

and d - particle respectively.

iii. Show also that the maximum possible scattering angle d, is 14030'.
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